
Sl No NOS PC T/P Question Type DL Question Option A Option B Option C Option D Correct 
Answer

1 NOS SSC/N0201 (Contribute to the support and maintenance of software applications)PC2. analyze alerts to accurately identify issuesPractical Com D3

You are intending to deploy a new technology so that your team doesn't run into 
any problems. You want to employ hype cycle drills to validate the authentication.

Which of the following options provides you with a clearer set of criteria for 
evaluating provider viability so that you can have a better understanding of 
market applicability and relevance?

Trough of disillusionment Plateau of productivity Slope of enlightenment Peak of inflated expectations B

2 NOS SSC/N0201 (Contribute to the support and maintenance of software applications)PC3. record and acknowledge issues and change requests using relevant tools and proceduresPractical Com D3

You must determine the status of issues based on the information supplied.

Which of the following options is the most accurate representation of recording 
the status?

1. Incident is logged but not yet investigated.
2. A satisfactory fix is provided for the incident to ensure that it does not occur 
again.
3. Incident is assigned and is being investigated.

New
Closed
Under Investigation

Logged
Closed
Assigned

New
Resolved
In progress

Resolved
In progress
Assigned

C

3 NOS SSC/N0201 (Contribute to the support and maintenance of software applications)PC4. access your organization’s knowledge base to identify any immediate solutions/workaroundsPractical Com D3

You must be aware of the organisation policy that automatically detects and 
blocks network and browser attacks so that the security of your software 
development and processing is not compromised. It also safeguards programmes 
against defects. It looks into the contents of one or more data packages and 
looks for malware that has gotten into the system lawfully.

Which policy is being talked about here?

Firewall policy Application and device control Host integrity policy Intrusion prevention policy D

4 NOS SSC/N0201 (Contribute to the support and maintenance of software applications)PC5. evaluate the suitability of solutions/workarounds, where availablePractical Com D3

You recommended that one of the cloud developers create the servers using the 
AWS Lambda cloud architecture, which allows a Application Maintenance 
Engineer to access data from several places.

What features of the server give these benefits to the developer?

Advanced managing servers with best run time Affordable spinning sites for longer duration
Easily accessible data resources across various 
locations

High multiscriptual mechanism A

5 SSC/N9001 (Manage your work to meet requirements)PC4. use resources correctly and efficientlyTheory ScB D2

Refer to the image given below and answer the question that follows.

Which of the following office resources is/are serving its purpose properly?

[1] A holder to hold pens and pencils, a tape dispenser, a pair of scissors, and a 
stapler (No.3)
[2] Part of the desk utilized to place used coffee mugs, plastic forks, knives, 
spoons, water bottles, etc. (No.4)
[3] Stuff placed inside the desk (No.7)
[4] Trash cans to throw away waste paper (No.6)

1 and 2 1, 3 and 4 1, 2, 3 and 4 1, 2 and 4 B

6 N9001 (Manage your work to meet requirements)PC3.      utilize your time effectivelyPractical ScB D2

You have been assigned a project to validate a software application with a 
timeline of 3 days and submit the reports.

Which of the following do you think is/are the appropriate way(s) to manage your 
work and submit them within the deadline?
(This question has multiple correct answers, choose all that apply )

Focusing on one task at a time Setting a definite time limit, such as an hour or more Having a To-Do list Starting with the most important tasks C

7 N9002 (Work effectively with colleagues)PC4. work in ways that show respect for colleagues Practical ScB D3

One of the team members from another department approaches you to clarify his 
doubts regarding a HR policy. 

What should you do in this scenario?

Ask him to get assistance from the HR
Guide him about the same with whatever is your 
understanding

Tell him to contact others for information Ask him to get assistance from his reporting manager B

8 N9002 (Work effectively with colleagues)PC7. identify any problems you have working with colleagues and take the initiative to solve these problems  Practical ScB D2

One of your teammates is forcing you to include his thoughts on a project which 
your other teammates felt had no benefit if implemented.

What are you supposed to do?

Explain to him the reason for not accepting his points 
politely

Ask him to meet the HR regarding this Accept his points since he is requesting Raise the issue with your manager A

9 N9003 (Maintain a healthy, safe and secure working environment)PC3. identify and correct any hazards that you can deal with safely, competently and within the limits of your authorityPractical Mco D3

Match the following emergencies with their immediate course of action.

1 → D
2 → C
3 → A
4 → B

1 → C
2 → D
3 → A
4 → B

1 → B
2 → C
3 → A
4 → D

1 → C
2 → B
3 → A
4 → D

A

10 N9003 (Maintain a healthy, safe and secure working environment)PC7. complete any health and safety records legibly and accuratelyPractical ScB D2

You have been asked to add the details of your spouse in the insurance form and 
submit it by the end of the day. However, your spouse is not aware of his/her 
blood group as he/she has never got the test done.
(Note: Blood group is a mandatory field)

What would you do in this situation?

Fill the form with a random blood group
Ask the concerned department for more time to get 
the test done and then fill the form

Leave the field empty while filling the form and submit 
it

Fill in the same blood group as yours B

11 N9004 (Provide data/information in standard formats)PC8. report any unresolved anomalies in the data/information to appropriate peopleTheory DC D1

You are asked to create a report on application testing analysis with graphical 
representation.

While performing the analysis, you found anomalies in the data. Whom will you 
report this to?

Teammate HR Manager Project Head Client C

12 N9004 (Provide data/information in standard formats)PC6. insert the data/information into the agreed formatsPractical ScB D2

Rich Text Format files are property file documents developed by Microsoft which 
are used in documenting the design drafts. They can be opened and edited using 
both WordPad and MS Word programs (all versions). 

Similar to HTML, Rich Text Format uses which of the following languages?

Mark-up C C++ SQL A

13 N9005 (Develop your knowledge, skills and competence)PC5. undertake learning and development activities in line with your planTheory DC D1
Which of the following trainings will provide knowledge on security and risk 
management, identify and access management, security operations and software 
development security?

CISSP AutoCAD CREO Mastercam A

14 N9005 (Develop your knowledge, skills and competence)PC8. review your knowledge, skills and competence regularly and take appropriate actionPractical ScB D2

You have got feedback from your manager stating that you would need to upskill 
yourself with the latest application support technologies.

What would you do in this situation?

You would disagree with your manager stating that 
you have sufficient knowledge

You would start working on upskilling yourself
You would accept your manager's feedback but upskill 
yourself only if an upcoming project demands it

You would work on upskilling only if your manager 
provides training on them

B


